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1.0 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL

NAFISATU College of Nursing and Midwifery is the first private College of Nursing and Midwifery in Kano State and the second in the Northern part of Nigeria established by His Excellency Engineer (Dr.) Rabi’u Musa at Kwankwaso town of Kano state in the year 2019 with the sole aim of training Nurses and Midwives to meet the human resource for health challenges of inadequate number of nurses and midwives to take care of the growing size of ill-health indices across this part of the country.

2.0 VISION STATEMENT

To be the outstanding intellectual and transformative force in improving health and patient care across the world through nursing & midwifery practices.

3.0 MISSION STATEMENT

To facilitate a very significant impact on health by advancing science, improving practice excellence, upholding equity and preparing front-runners in the discipline of nursing & midwifery

1. Provide a safe physical setting which minimizes the pathological stress related to illness
2. Create an atmosphere of trust which allows for meeting the clients/parent’s basic emotional needs
3. To create opportunities for self-expression, acceptance and self-evaluation. This will give room for clients to cope with the responsibilities commensurate with changing capacities.
4. Assists in providing the necessary corrective experiences for the redirection of negative behaviors to achieve personal growth.
5. Display tolerance in accepting maladaptive behavior of the client/patient
6. Effectively organize and manage clinics to achieve the goals of health maintenance by utilizing available human and material resources
7. Develop the capabilities for competent Nurse practitioners to effectively provide family planning services in homes, hospital and community
8. Sensitize, mobilize and educate individuals, families and groups in order to effect positive changes in reproductive pattern of the community
9. Utilize the knowledge and skills of information, education and communication in improving reproductive health care services
10. Apply management principles in the optimum utilization of human and material resources for health care delivery.
11. Update knowledge and maintain professional growth through participation in continuous education programmes.
12. Display positive attitudinal behaviour in client/community care amongst members.
13. Contribute to research by assisting in conducting and participating in projects and implementing.
14. Finding geared towards improving health care services and nursing education.

4.0 PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCHOOL

PHILOSOPHY OF NURSING
1. The curriculum is based on the philosophy that the essential purpose of nursing is to achieve better health for individual and the dynamic nature of the society. Such Nursing services, as outlined in the philosophy above are based on the following premises
2. Man is biological, spiritual, social and psychological unit whose needs are an inherent part of his nature and therefore is affected by factors within his environment.
3. Nursing is primarily concerned with human life the quality of the health of the individual, family, group or community. Nursing is directed towards the achievement of better health and consequently as practice profession, must be firmly based on knowledge derived from biological, physical and behavioural science relevant to the understanding of human nature.
4. Health is an integral part of the overall development of man. Therefore, factors which influence health are socio-cultural, biological and environmental nature.
5. Health care with emphasis on primarily health care is fundamentally related to the availability of both health and socio resources.
6. Nurses, as human beings, exist and share the same nature, humane and basic needs as the clients/patients. The nurse practitioner has acquired nursing knowledge, skills, attitude and ethics to provide safe and effective health care.

7. The client is capable of reasoning and he possesses basic ideas, beliefs and values which guide his actions. He is an active partner in the nursing care process and participates in critical decision making regarding his care and environment.

8. Nursing Education is a systematic direction and guidance of the student in an institution approved by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria.

9. Continuing Education is a continuous process of educational development aimed at enhancing professional growth, competency and efficiency in achieving effective health care at all levels. Hence, knowledge should be updated through self-directed learning and regular participation in continuing education programs.

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE SCHOOL

THE SCHOOL HAS THE FOLLOWING AS THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE:

- Director – the head of the school (administrative and academic head of the school)
- Deputy Director (Admin) – assist the Director in administrative matters
- Deputy Director (Academic) – assist the Director in academic matters
- 5 Departmental Heads
- Lecturers/Tutors
- Clinical Instructors/Preceptors
- Other administrative/technical staff in various sections of the school

7.0 SCHOOL PROGRAMME

The Nursing education programme is a six-semester programme (3years) of study. The courses in the first year of the programme are designated in four digits (representing level, credit load and semester for the last two digits respectively) with prefix of BGN (Basic General Nursing). The courses in the
second and third years of study are designated as that of the first year with same prefix (BGN).

7.1 Classroom/Clinical Experiences

The school has a yearly calendar (scatter graph) and the semester system (2 semesters per year) for a total period of three years; making eight semesters for the three years.

7.2 Admission Procedure

The course is advertised. Applicant forms are obtained from account section of the School in Kano State College of Nursing & Midwifery Kwankwase on payment of stipulated fees. All completed application forms are forwarded to the Admission Officer School of Nursing Kwankwase. Candidates who meet the requirements would be called for entrance examination. Only successful candidates will be invited for an interview.

7.3 Admission Requirements

Candidate for admission into general nursing Education Programme of the Nursing & Midwifery Council of Nigeria must possess the following:
Senior Secondary School certificate/testimonial
A minimum of five O’ level credits in English Language, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology at not more than 2 sitting in NECO and WAEC.

7.4 Period of Admission

Forms are usually on sale every year between March and April. Entrance examination/interview takes place between April and July while study session begins in October each year.

7.5 Medical Examination
All candidates’ students must submit themselves for medical examination during the first week of admission and would be expected to come along with the results of investigations e.g. X-ray, Urine, stool etc. and pregnancy tests for female students.

7.6 Uniform

Approved sets of uniforms specifically designed for male and female students will be provided by the school authority (see 7.12 below).

7.7 Tuition Fees

All students pay tuition fees. However, all students must pay for Nursing and Midwifery Council registration and other fees. The amount paid by them and other payable fees are reviewed from time to time by the school management.

7.8 Books

Essential books will be required in the first year 1st semester of the course. Subsequent semesters will require additional books. NOTE that, this is the student’s personal arrangement. In addition, you are required to have the necessary English Language and Nurses’ Dictionaries, pens, pencils, blue and red biros, coloured pencils, rubber cleaners, rulers and small pocket notebooks.

7.9 Sport Wears

Each student will be required to take active part in the sporting activities in the school and interested students will be expected to obtain the following:

- Canvass 1 pair
- Vests 1 pair
- Sport shirts 1 pair

7.10 Bed Linen
Beds, mattresses and pillows will be supplied by the school management. However, students are required to bring the following

- Bed sheets 2 (two)
- Pillow cases 2 (two)
- Blanket 1 (one)
- Bed cover 1 (one)
- White mosquito net for single bed etc. 1 (one)

7.11 Miscellaneous items:

- Plastics Bucket(s)
- Nurses watch with a sweeping second hand and a pair of nurses’ scissors
- Two pairs of black leather shoes
- Plates and cutleries
- White plastic can to store water

7.12 Students Uniform/Dressing and Grooming

White cotton frock and cap or hijab is the approved uniform for female students; the uniform is sown below knee length with trousers and black covered shoes. Male students are to wear white trote, V-neck safari (Jackets) and trousers, vest, black cover shoes and stockings (socks). All uniforms are sown by the School tailor with specific pattern as approved by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria.

7.13 Orientation of New Students

On competition of registration as newly admitted students, there will be an orientation programme to be organized by the students’ affairs office within the first two (2) weeks of resumption. This is to enable the new students to understand the activities of the school and have
interaction with staff of the school. This is also to introduce them to the environment, hospitals and others professional bodies.

7.14 Indexing of Students

Students shall be indexed by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria after passing the first six (6) months (first year 1st semester examinations).

7.15 Leave and vacation

1. A Minimum of three weeks’ vacation shall be allowed during each year programme
2. One week shall be allowed for casual leave during each year of programme
3. Sick leave shall be according to the Nursing Council’s regulation.
4. Any day(s) taken in excess of the above, be made up in full before the School/ Hospital examination.

8.0 SCHOOL COMMITTEES

The school has the following standing committees:

A. Education and Research Committee
B. Nursing Procedure Manual Review Committee
C. Admission (Selection) Committee
D. Examination Committee
E. Welfare Committee
F. Sports Committee
G. Disciplinary Committee
H. Curriculum Review Committee

9.0 EXAMINATION

Examination is a method of assessment and it judiciously followed a one of the most important landmark for successful completion of this institution. All internal examinations are promotional. Students **MUST** pass before they are promoted to the to the next stge. Continuous assessment carries 30% of the total examination score. Although the course contents for the training is
broken down into semester, yet examinations will be based on areas covered from the beginning of the training at any point in time being a professional institution.

9.1 **Exam Malpractice**

Any student who engages in any form of examination malpractice will be dismissed.

9.2 **Semester Examination**

Mid semester examination will reflect subjects taught and not papers. Candidate must pass all subjects. Failure in more than four (4) subjects will attract withdrawal from training.

Any students who fail one to four subject will re-sit the failed subject within four (4) weeks from the date the examination result is released, and be given a warning letter. If he/she fails the re-sit examination, he/she will be withdrawn from the school.

**End of first year 1st semester examination** shall reflect subjects taught and not papers. Candidates must pass all subjects. Failure in four (4) subjects and above will attract withdrawal from the training. Those who fail in one (1) to three (3) subjects will re-sit the subjects failed. Failure in any of the re-sit subject(s) will result in withdrawal from the training.

Any student who received a warning letter for failure in the Mid-semester examination will not be allowed to re-sit any subject(s) failed at the end of the First Year 1st semester examination; this means such student will be withdrawn.

**End of First Year 2nd semester examination** shall reflect subject and not papers. Candidates must pass all subjects. Those who failed one (1) to three (3) subject will re-sit the failed subject(s) within four (4) weeks from the date the examination result is released. Failure in four (4) subjects and above will result in a repeat of the class (demotion).
End of Second Year 1st semester examination consists of subjects and not papers. If a student fails one (1) or two (2) subject(s) he/she will re-sit the subjects failed within four (4) weeks from the date the examination result is released. Failure in any of the re-sit subject(s) will attract demotion to the lower class/level. However, failure in three (3) or more subjects will lead to demotion.

End of Second Year 2nd semester examination consists of subjects taught not papers. If a student fails one (1) or two (2) subject(s), he/she will re-sit the failed within four (4) weeks from the date the examination result is released. Failure in any of the re-sit subject(s) will attract demotion to the lower class/level. However, failure in three (3) or more subjects will lead to demotion.

9.3 School/Hospital Final Examination (Third year 1st semester)

It will reflect papers NOT subjects. This examination will be conducted by external examiners. Papers 1 and 2 cover all aspects of Nursing Care and treatment of patients (Paper I and II have 100 objective test items and three essay questions). Paper 3 consist of Human Biology and Pharmacology, plus Oral/Practical examination (Paper III has 40 objective test items and three essay questions). All students must sit and pass all aspects of the School final examination before being presented for the Nursing & Midwifery Council Final Qualifying Examination for General Nurses. Failure in any part will result in re-sit of the failed paper(s). Failure in any of the re-sit paper(s) will lead to demotion.

9.4 Final Qualifying Examination for General Nurse

There shall be a Final Qualifying Examination for General Nurses twice in a year (May and November) organised by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria.

Every student must have cleared all semester examination and passed the school Final Examination before registering for the aforementioned examination.
Every student must have attained at least 85% class and clinical areas attendance to be qualified to register and sit for the said exam.

Candidate facing serious disciplinary action(s) shall not be allowed to write the Final Qualifying Examination irrespective of their being registered for the above examination. Failure by a candidate to excel in final qualifying examination on two (2) consecutive occasions, such candidate will only be presented again for the third time after one (1) year as stipulated by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria.

9.5 Criteria for presenting a candidate for Final Qualifying Examination

Criteria that must be met before a student is allowed to sit for Professional (final qualifying) examination for general Nurses are as follows:

1. Must be indexed by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria
2. Must be registered for professional Examination by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria
3. Must pass the School Final/Hospital Examination.
4. Must submit
   - A research project
   - Completed and duly signed record of training booklet

9.6 General Methods of Evaluation

This shall be done through continuous assessment and semester examination

- Continuous assessment – 30% (including attendance)
- Examination – 70%

9.7 Conducting of Examinations

The venue is conducive, well-spaced, noise-free and ventilated;

Time table should be made available to students two weeks to the time of examinations;

If students’ population is large, more than two invigilators should be provided at the ratio of at least 40 students to one invigilator;

Each student should be thoroughly checked before going into the hall. No document of any sort, electronic devices (such as handsets, handheld, MP3 etc.) are allowed into the hall.
10.0 **METHOD OF EVALUATION**

A. Student

- A minimum of 80% attendance for each course and clinical practice per semester. Therefore, in ability of any student to score 80% attendance for each course and clinical practice will lead to referral.
- Pre-test at the beginning of each course
- Continuous Assessment
- End of semester examinations including school final
- Nursing Council’s Final Qualifying Examination
- Unsuccessful candidate shall repeat the final examination twice only, after which the candidate will be eliminated by the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria

10.1 Scheme of Examination

The examination for Basic General Nursing Programme shall be in two parts;

- School (Internal) Examination
- Professional (Final Qualifying) Examination

The Final Qualifying Examination for General Nurses consists of two parts:

1. Written part, which comprise of two (2) papers:
   a. Paper I: A three-hour paper with three (3) essay questions. All compulsory
   b. Paper II: A three-hour paper with three (3) essay questions plus one hundred (100) objective questions. All compulsory
   c. Paper III: A three-hour paper with three (3) essay questions plus forty (40) objectives question. All compulsory.

2. Practical/ Oral Examination: A 60 minutes’ practical examination to be conducted in a clinical setting. A student is examined by two (2) Practical Examiners. A 10 minutes’ (per candidate) Oral Examination to be held in the school’s demonstration room. A candidate MUST present one research project in type – written form prior to the examination. The research project carries 20% of the total Oral/ Practical scores.

10.2 Achievement grade Status

The pass mark for all examination shall be 50%. The achievement grades shall be interpreted as;
A = 80 - 100% (Distinction)
B = 70 - 79% (Credit)
C = 50 - 69% (Pass)
F = 49 and below (Fail)

11.0 CERTIFICATE AND LICENSING

Upon successful completion of the requirement of the General Nursing Education Programme, the graduate shall be awarded a General nursing certificate. She will also be required to seek registration as a “Registered Nurse” with the Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria and be licensed to practice as a “General Nurse” in Community and Hospital setting in Nigeria. This license for practice shall be renewable every 3 years in accordance with the rules and regulations of the council.

12.0 STUDENT UNIONISM

The following exist in the school students social and religious interactions. Students are advised to actively participate as appropriate:

i. Student Nurses Association (Student Union Government - SUG)
ii. Muslim Students Society of Nigeria (MSSN)
iii. Fellowship of Christian Nurses (FCN)

Notes:

- Students are to operate and participate in these association in accordance with the rules and regulations provided by the school.
- Other clubs and association may be formed by students following guidelines that will be made available by the Student’s Affairs Office through the Student’s Affairs Officer.
13.0 GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS

All students are requested to carefully read through the rules and regulations, sign and return the copies of the attestation to the Director through the Student’s Affairs Officer. The rules and regulations are to be strictly adhered to by all students throughout the 3-year Basic Nursing Programme. As students of the school, you are expected to exhibit high level of social interaction, good behaviour and follow the ethics conduct as contained in the ethics and etiquettes of the Nursing Profession.

13.1 Absenteeism

Absenteism is defined as failure to report to school or place of work, leaving the school before closing time or duty shift without proper permission from the constituted authority. Classes starts at 8:00 am and ends by 3:30 pm each working day except Friday when classes close by 12:30 pm with one hour break usually at 10:30 am to 11:30 am. While in the ward, under no condition should any student be absent without the permission by the wards’ or hospitals’ managers.

Penalties:

Absence for one day – verbal warning; absence for two days and above for the first time; Give query. If explanation given by the student regarding his absence is not acceptable, the student concerned will be given a warning letter.

If the student repeats the above offence, he/she is suspected and the case will be referred to the Disciplinary Committee for appropriate disciplinary action.

If found guilty, the punishment may include the following:

i. If the offence is within six months of training, the student will be withdrawn from the school

ii. If the offence is committed after six month of the training, the student will be demoted to the lower class

iii. If the situation warrant, a student may be suspended depending on the type of offence
iv. Any student who absents himself/herself from class/clinical areas up to 28 days within a year even with permission/excuse duties shall be demoted for one (1) year and any sick period which exceeds 28 days in one calendar year shall attract demotion also.

13.2 Punctuality and Lateness

Punctuality is defined as being prompt to class and area of clinical practice. Lateness is the act of reporting to class or clinical areas after the stipulated time. Students are expected to be punctual at all times in all areas assigned.

**Penalty:**

i. The class teacher or officer in charge shall punish the student accordingly

ii. Habitual late coming – student will be issued with a query letter.

13.3 Excess Leave/Excuse Duty

Excess Leave is student failing to report back to either class or clinical area following the expiration of his/her official leave period.

**Penalty:**

i. Excess of 1 – 3 days: Student is issued with a letter of advise

ii. Excess of 4 days and above: Students is given a query. If the explanation given by the student is not satisfactory, student is suspended from the school and the case is referred to the Disciplinary Committee for further action.

Excuse Duty

A student is entitled to an excuse duty as long as it is from a recognized health facility while in the school, the excuse duty must be from the Federal Medical Centre, Kwankwaso. However, any student who as result of excuse duty exceeds twenty-eight (28) days in a calendar year, he/she will be considered as having a break in training in accordance with the Nursing Council regulations irrespective of the reasons for being absent.
**Penalty:**

i. Within the first six (6) months of training, the student is withdrawn from the school;
ii. After six (6) months of training, the student is demoted.

13.4 Extra-Curricular Activities

This refers to sporting activities and unionism in which students are allowed to participate which may sometimes involve travelling. If a student has to travel, he/she is required to fulfil the following conditions:

i. Student **MUST** apply for permission to the Director through the sport coordinator of the school. The Director has the discretion to approve or direct otherwise based on educational programme at the time, logistic, financial and/or security reasons.

ii. The list of participants in the proposed sporting or union activities **MUST BE** enclosed in the application letter.

iii. At the end of the activity, a report **MUST BE** forwarded to the Director through the sports coordinator

iv. Any student allowed to participate in such activity serve a good ambassador of the school. Any student found engage in any activity that will tarnish the image of the school will face a severe disciplinary action

13.5 Improper Use of Cell Phones and Computer Materials

The use of modern communication gadgets is an integral part of learning in educational institution. However, students are fond of using communication channels for reasons other than learning. Based on this therefore,

i. Any student found accessing pornographic and other offensive materials through the internet will be expelled from the school; watching videos and playing games in computer room is also prohibited.

ii. Cell phones: students are expected to switch off their cell phone while in the class or clinical areas and official gatherings, any student who fails to comply with the above instructions will
have his/her cell phone confiscated and will only be returned at the end of the training.

13.6 Dressing Code (Proper Dressing)

Students are expected to dress in approved (proper) uniform while in class or clinical areas. Students are NOT allowed to wear makeup, strong perfumes and jewellery (such as dangling earing) while in uniform. Students MUST wear black covered shoes.

Penalty:

i. Any student found dressed improperly should be warned verbally and asked to go back and dress properly. If this becomes a habit, she/he is given a query and case referred to Disciplinary Committee for further action

ii. Where a student wears wrong style of shoes and jewellery, they are confiscated on the spot and will only be given back after training.

14.0 GENERAL CONDUCT

14.1 Disobedience and Insubordination

Report of disrespect, disobedience and insubordination to academic and non-academic staff will not be tolerated.

Penalty:

i. Any student found to exhibit habit(s) of disobedience, disrespect or insubordination to a superior officer is given a strong written warning;

ii. If such acts become a habit of the student, he/she is suspended and case referred to Disciplinary Committee for possible expulsion from the school.

14.2 Stealing

Any student caught stealing or proved to have stolen someone’s property(ies) will face disciplinary action.
Penalty:

i. Within the school premises or hostel, case shall be investigated by the Students’ Affairs Officer. If found wanting, student is suspended and case referred to the Disciplinary Committee for possible expulsion from the school;

ii. Outside the hostel or school premises, student is expelled from the school.

14.3 Fighting

Cases of fighting within the school premises, clinical areas or outside these areas shall be investigated by the Student’s Affair Officer.

Penalty:

i. If found guilty, and the student is a first offender (fighting for the first time), he/she is given verbal warning and counselled

ii. If it is habitual, student is suspended and the case referred to Disciplinary Committee for further action.

14.5 Students’ Demonstration

Students’ grievances should be reported to the Students’ Affair Officer for onward transmission to the School Management for appropriate action. Students’ demonstrations for any reason strongly prohibited. Any offending student or group of students shall be made to face appropriate disciplinary measures in accordance with the school rules and regulations.

14.6 Cultism

All forms of cultism activities are strongly prohibited. Offenders will be dismissed from the school.

15.0 HOSTEL TIDINESS AND CLEANLINESS

i. All beds must be made up and covered with counter pane before leaving the hostel. If using mosquito nets, it should be folded neatly.
ii. All students should clean their rooms and leave them tidy at all times.

iii. All students are responsible for their immediate surroundings (in the school).

iv. Students are encouraged to eat in the cafeteria. No cooking is allowed inside the rooms; therefore, students are to cook in approved areas provided for them in the hostel by the school.

v. Noise-making, loud conversation, singing or playing music is NOT allowed because other students might be reading or praying at the time.

vi. Littering of the school environment is an offence.

**Penalty:**

i. First offender is given a letter of advise

ii. Second and subsequent offender will be given written warning letter and be evicted from the hostel.

### 16.0 LIBRARY USE

The school has a central library located within the administrative block of the College. Students are expected to register with the College Library to enable them use this facility. There are newspaper and magazines in the library for current affairs.

Books can be borrowed from the library based on the existing rules and regulations in the library.

*Library Hours* – Friday: 8:00 am – 6:00 pm

Students also have access to e-Library services from the College’s Computer Laboratory.

### 17.0 MEDICAL SERVICES
When sick, students are expected to report to the Students’ Affairs Officer to obtain sick slip for medical attention at Sick Bay or Hospital (FMC). Sick slips issued to Students, is NOT an excuse for a student to absent himself/herself from the school or clinical areas.

18.0 PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL

1. AbdullahiIsma’il RN, RNE, PGDPHEP, BNSc, MSc Nursing
2. Halima M. Yunusa RN, RM, RME, PGDPHEP, BNSc,
3. Sanusi Ahmad RN, RNE, DASTE, 
4. Tijjani A, Shehu RN, B.Ed Chemistry
5. RakiyyaSule Tahir RN, RM, RME
6. Dr. Hafiz Hafiz Phd. Physics
7. Hamza A. Ibrahim Bsc. Art Lib & Science
8. Abdulkarim G. Aliyu RN, RNE
9. Mua’azzam G. Ibrahim RN, RNE
10. Amina Shariff RN, RM, BNSc
11. BalikisuYakubauIndabo RN, PGDE
12. Ali InuwaKwaru RN, Bsc Sociology

19.0 HEAD OF DEPARTMENTS

1. AbdullahiIsma’ila Nursing Services
2. Halima M. Yunusa Community Health Nursing
3. Tijjani Physical Science
4. AnasGarba Umar Computer Science
5. Sanusi Ahmad Biological Sciences
6. IshafIIiyasuKaraye Head of Account
7. Hamza A. Ibrahim Chief Liberian
8. Mustapha BalarabeAbdullahi Head of Admin

20.0 LIST OF ACADEMIC STAFF

1. AbdullahiIsma’il RN, RNE, PGDPHEP, BNSc, MSc Nursing
2. Halima M. Yunusa RN, RM, RME, PGDPHEP, BNSc,
3. Sanusi Ahmad RN, RNE, DASTE, 
4. Tijjani A, Shehu RN, B.Ed Chemistry
5. RakiyyaSule Tahir RN, RM, RME
6. Dr. Hafiz Hafiz Phd. Physics  
7. Hamza A. Ibrahim Bsc. Art Lib & Science  
8. Abdulkarim G. Aliyu RN, RNE  
9. Mua’azzam G. Ibrahim RN, RNE  
10. Amina Shariff RN, RM, BNSc  
11. Balikisu Yakubau Indabo RN, PGDE  
12. Ali Inuwa Kwaru RN, Bsc Sociology  
15. Abdulkarim G. Aliyu RN, RNE  
16. Nura Sani Kantai BSc, Microbiology  
17. Abdulwahid Labbo RN, Bsc. Sociology  
18. Sidetu Abdullahi RN, RM  

SCHEDULE OFFICERS  
1. Abdullahi Isma’ila N & MC Affairs  
2. Halima M. Yunusa Students Affairs Officer  
3. Sanusi Ahmad Examination Officer  
4. Tijjani A Shehu Clinical Rotation Officer  
5. Anas Garba Umar Curriculum Officer  
6. Hamza A. Ibrahim Domestic Affairs Officer 1  
7. Lateefa Abdulryakeen Domestic Affairs Officer 2  

21.0 LIST OF NON-Academic/Junior Staff  
1. Isah Illiyasu Karaye Diploma in Public Account  
2. Ahmad Mukhtar Clerical Officer  
3. Shehu Bahago Store Officer  
4. Magaji Adahama Maintenance Officer  
5. Lawn Magaji Driver 1  
6. Aminu Talle Driver 2  
7. Inusa Haladu Cleaner 1  
8. Inuwa Jafar Cleaner 2  
9. Alhaji Magaji Gardener 1  
10. Abdullahi Saleh Gardener 2  
11. Muhd Aminu Talle Security  
12. Yunusa Haladu Security  
13. Lawan Magaji Security  
14. Faisal Tasi’u Security
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